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Abstract: The ability to precisely monitor soil moisture is highly valuable in industries including
agriculture and civil engineering. As soil moisture is a spatially erratic and temporally dynamic
variable, rapid, cost-effective, widely applicable, and practical techniques are required for monitoring
soil moisture at all scales. If a consistent numerical relationship between soil moisture content and
soil reflectance can be identified, then soil spectroscopic models may be used to efficiently predict
soil moisture content from proximal soil reflectance and/or remotely sensed data. Previous studies
have identified a general decrease in visible–NIR soil reflectance as soil moisture content increases,
however, the strength, best wavelengths for modelling, and domain of the relationship remain unclear
from the current literature. After reviewing the relevant literature and the molecular interactions
between water and light in the visible–NIR (400–2500 nm) range, this review presents new analyses
and interprets new 1 nm resolution soil reflectance data, collected at >20 moisture levels for ten
soil samples. These data are compared to the results of other published studies, extending these as
required for further interpretation. Analyses of this new high-resolution dataset demonstrate that
linear models are sufficient to characterise the relationship between soil moisture and reflectance
in many cases, but relationships are typically exponential. Equations generalising the relationship
between soil MC and reflectance are presented for a number of wavelength ranges and combinations.
Guidance for the adjustment of these equations to suit other soil types is also provided, to allow
others to apply the solutions presented here and to predict soil moisture content in a much wider
range of soils.

Keywords: soil moisture; soil spectroscopy; visible; near-infrared

1. Introduction

Soil moisture content (MC) refers to the amount of water present in the soil at any given
point in time and is measured in units of relative volume or relative weight. As moisture is a
critical component of productive soils, it is important to be able to monitor soil MC across a
landscape. In agricultural settings, the monitoring of soil MC allows the efficient allocation
of resources (e.g., irrigation water), synchronisation of planting and harvest activities with
climatic conditions, the prevention of salinisation and the maintenance of soil moisture
levels for optimal crop growth, disease management and many other purposes [1–5]. In
engineering scenarios, soil moisture is relevant to the behaviour and structural integrity of
soils [6–8]. The measurement and monitoring of soil MC is thus relevant to many real-world
contexts and research in this field is ongoing in multiple disciplines. For those applications
and many other purposes, there is clear value in the development of rapid, cost-effective,
broadly applicable methods for soil moisture monitoring [9–11].

A number of experimental methods currently exist for monitoring soil moisture con-
tent in a particular location, for example, via soil probes or soil samples and gravimetric
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measurement [12]. However, these methods are not appropriate for the generation of spa-
tially or temporally continuous, or high-resolution datasets, especially over large areas [13].
At broad scales, point-based data (discrete data points) are limited in their application
by the discontinuity between data points, as well as the resources and cost associated
with data collection, and the dynamic nature of soil hydraulic properties [14,15]. A rapid,
cost-effective and spatially efficient method is instead required, especially to facilitate
monitoring over large areas at arbitrary points in time [16,17].

Defined as the study of the interaction of light with matter [18], spectroscopy (also
known as spectrophotometry [19]), can be used to characterise the nature and composition
of almost any material, including soil. Spectroscopic analysis works by measuring the
incident light reflected from a surface or material, and then closely inspecting the data for
absorption features or other patterns generated by specific bond vibrations. The bond vibra-
tions and associated wavelengths of interest are determined by the chemistry of the material
under analysis. Similarly, the intensity of absorption is typically determined by the number
of atoms or molecules able to absorb the radiation. Spectroscopy is an attractive method
for soil moisture monitoring as data can be collected with highly efficient, non-destructive
means. Remote sensing tools also extend the potential of spectroscopic monitoring of soil
moisture content, by offering an opportunity to efficiently collect spatially continuous
data over a large area [16,20]. Soil moisture is also relevant to optical remote sensing data
products as soil reflectance/albedo is dramatically altered by soil moisture [21–25].

Comprised of two O–H bonds, water molecules generate strong, characteristic absorp-
tion features near 1400 nm and 1944 nm [26,27] in the near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths.
While these features are clearly apparent in soil reflectance curves (Figure 1, black line)
the presence of these absorption features is not sufficient in themselves to identify the
moisture content of a sample. Soil characteristics such as texture and organic matter content
influence the shape of soil reflectance curves [13,16,28–30].
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Figure 1. The vibration of O–H bonds in water molecules causes strong absorption features around
1400 and 1900 nm (grey shading) due to atmospheric absorption. These strong bands are often
avoided in remote sensing sensors and data products [13]. The black line curve indicates a typical
soil spectrum. Figure from Mohamed, Saleh [31].

Some general relationships such as a decrease in reflectance with increasing soil MC
and the existence of absorption features around 1400 nm and 1900 nm [23,28,32,33] are
commonly reported in the relevant literature and investigations of the relationship between
soil reflectance and moisture content have been ongoing for more than 50 years, e.g.,
Bowers and Hanks [34]. Yet, there is still disagreement regarding the nature, intensity (e.g.,
the y-coefficient), and domain of the relationship. At present, there is also no consensus
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on the best wavelengths to determine soil moisture content, or which information about
co-variates is required for accurate predictions. These disagreements currently prevent
the prediction of soil moisture content from soil reflectance data, the correction of soil
reflectance data for the purpose of predicting other soil properties [21,33,35], and the
correction of remote sensing data for the effects of soil moisture.

Various statistical approaches have been trialled for the estimation of the moisture
content of a soil sample. These approaches include estimating soil MC from the first
derivative of various NIR bands [36], or applying the Normalised Soil Moisture Index
(NSMI) [13,21,30], partial least squares regression [37,38], or generalised least squares
weighting algorithms [33]. Using the soil organic carbon (SOC) content of a sample to
estimate soil MC [21], fitting a Gaussian function to visible and NIR spectra [39], and
estimating soil MC from a decrease in reflectance [40] have also been trialled. These
approaches return different results between soil types [13,26,40] and therefore are not
broadly applicable.

Understanding the relationship between soil reflectance and MC is also valuable for
addressing the problem of correcting soil reflectance data for the effects of soil moisture
when other soil variables such as soil carbon are the primary interest [21,23,33,41]. Cor-
rection of soil spectra for the effects of soil moisture is particularly important in the case
of SOC prediction, as soil moisture and soil carbon generate similar spectral features [42]
and have a similar influence on soil reflectance (Figure 2a,b). Therefore, the accuracy of
SOC prediction algorithms based on remotely sensed, or visible–NIR soil reflectance data
should be greatly improved following correction for the spectral effects of soil moisture.
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Figure 2. Increased concentrations of (a) soil moisture and (b) soil organic carbon have similar effects
on visible and NIR soil reflectance, making the cause of the change difficult to identify. Reproduced
from Jiang, Chen [33].

Various approaches for removing the influence of soil moisture on soil reflectance
have been evaluated. These approaches include the application of an External Parameter
Orthogonalization (EPO) [23,43] or Direct Standardisation [44] to “correct” soil spectra
for the effects of soil moisture. Another approach is grouping samples according to their
approximate moisture content prior to analysis [45], as opposed to removing the spectral
influence of soil moisture. While these statistical techniques are reported to improve
the accuracy of predictions from moist soil spectral data [23], interactions between soil
reflectance and soil properties are complex [46,47]. Smoothing, spiking or grouping data
reduces data resolution and may disguise or remove other important spectral features [48].
Also, none of these approaches currently allow direct quantification of soil moisture content
from visible–NIR soil reflectance data.

In summary, the published literature provides the following insights into the relation-
ships between soil MC and visible–NIR soil reflectance:
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1. Soil reflectance decreases with increasing MC [30,34,40];
2. Soil moisture generates absorption features around 1400 and 1900 nm [26,28];
3. Absorption associated with soil moisture is higher in the NIR compared to visible

wavelengths [30,36].

Three other themes are also prevalent in the published literature, though often poorly
characterised or quantified. These are:

4. The relationship between soil moisture and reflectance differs between soils [40,49];
5. There is a limited domain for the relationship between increasing soil MC and de-

creasing reflectance [28,34,40,43];
6. The upper limit (higher MC) of the relationship between soil MC and reflectance

appears under different names such as “Moisture Threshold” (MT) by Whiting, Li [40]
and Liu, Zhang [50], and “critical point” by Weidong, Baret [26].

One of the primary discrepancies in the relevant literature is the nature, linear or
non-linear, of the relationship between soil MC and reflectance. A systematic search of the
literature review reveals classifications of linear [51], non-linear [40,50], logarithmic [26]
and exponential [28,34] relationships reported between soil MC and visible–NIR reflectance.
There are also claims that no relationship exists between soil reflectance and soil MC [52].

The primary objective of this review is to determine the type (linear or non-linear) and
domain of the relationship/s between soil MC and visible–NIR reflectance. This review
first summarises and compares the data and results from other studies. Then, new data
are presented to facilitate a comprehensive analysis of the effects of soil MC on visible and
NIR soil reflectance and to clarify and quantify the relationships between soil MC and
reflectance. Some results and models presented in the following sections are entirely new;
others support, unify and extend the themes and relationships presented in other studies.
This review builds on the work of others by applying a systematic approach to the collection
of high-resolution data from 10 soil samples at numerous, regularly spaced MC intervals.
Based on this data, new and valuable insights into the nuances of the relationships between
soil MC and reflectance are presented.

In Sections 2–4, soil reflectance is considered a function of MC for all visible–NIR
wavelengths (400–2500 nm). In Section 5, the effect of soil moisture on visible–NIR is exam-
ined in soil reflectance data averaged across visible–NIR wavelengths. The general trends
are then quantified explicitly in Section 6, with equations describing linear and non-linear
relationships between soil MC and soil reflectance for specific wavelength combinations. In
Section 7, the accuracy and appropriateness of the Normalised Soil Moisture Index (NSMI)
is analysed. Sections 2–4, Sections 6.1, 6.2 and 7 directly compare the results of other studies
to the new data and results presented. The results of Sections 5 and 6.3 are not compared
to other studies as it appears that these analyses and results are unique.

2. The Effects of Soil MC on Soil Reflectance—Insights from the Literature

While soil characteristics vary widely, moist soil reflectance curves have a typical
qualitative shape (Figures 2 and 3). Soil reflectance is lowest in the visible wavelengths,
before increasing into the NIR as a convex curve, punctuated by absorption features. As
soil MC increases, soil reflectance decreases, the curve becomes flatter, and absorption
features around 1400 and 1900 nm become more pronounced. Reflectance then decreases
again between 2100–2500 nm (Figures 3–6) [13,21,23,28,32–34,40,43,53].

It is common for authors, e.g., Mouazen, De Baerdemaeker [45], to associate the
absorption feature observed near 2200 nm with soil moisture. Interestingly though, upon
careful inspection of the data, it becomes apparent that this absorption feature actually
decreases in size with increasing soil MC (Figure 3). This feature also varies substantially
with the soil analysed, as can be inferred from Figure 3 but is shown directly in Figure 4 [28]
using reflectance data for four different soils; an Aridisol, an Andisol, a Mollisol and an
Entisol collected across the USA. Further investigation of the relevant literature indicates
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that absorption features near 2200 nm are instead produced by organic matter compounds
and clay minerals such as kaolinite [47,54].
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MC increases and the absorption feature ~2200 nm becomes shallower with increasing MC. From
Lobell and Asner [28].
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There is also a limit to the nominally monotonic relationship between soil MC and
decreasing soil reflectance apparent in Figures 2–4. Referred to as the “Moisture Threshold”
by Whiting, Li [40] and Liu, Baret [55] and the “critical point” by Weidong, Baret [26], there
is evidence of a change in behaviour at a high MC, above which soil reflectance no longer
decreases at all wavelengths with increasing soil MC. Once this “Moisture Threshold” is
reached, soil reflectance decreases around the 1400 and 1900 nm absorption features, while
increasing at other wavelengths. The Moisture Threshold is apparent in Figure 5, where
soil reflectance at 29.3% is higher than soil reflectance at 22.1% MC and 25.8% MC for the
800–1350 nm range but dips below the corresponding reflectances for 1400–1500 nm and
1850–2400 nm Hong, Yu [30].

Hong, Yu [30] modelled the position of this apparent boundary and reported the
Moisture Threshold as 17.66% MC, as indicated by the dashed line in Figure 5. The soil
samples utilised by Hong, Yu [30] were collected in rice paddies of the Jianghan Plain in
Hubei Province, China.
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“low” MCs. The division between these two categories was modelled to be 17.66% MC (indicated by
the dashed line).

The absorption, usually equal to 1 minus the reflectance (R), caused by soil moisture
also varies with the wavelength [28,56]. All studies compared here (Figures 2–5) record
higher absorption in the near-infrared (NIR), compared to visible wavelengths. There are,
however, differences in the magnitude of the absorption between samples (compare the
y-axes in Figures 2–5).

Unfortunately, most authors report soil reflectance at irregular MC intervals. This
makes it difficult to directly compare results between studies. In Section 3, new soil
reflectance data collected for this review at 1% or 5% MC intervals between oven-dry and
saturated states are presented. These high-resolution data have allowed for more detailed
and comprehensive analyses than are presented in other studies identified to date in the
relevant literature.
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Figure 6. Reflectance averaged across all samples at 5% MC intervals (a) between 0% (dry) and 55%
(saturated) MC. Soil moisture decreases soil reflectance at all wavelengths until approximately 25%
MC, at which point spectral curves cross and absorption features around 1400 (b) and 1900 nm (c)
continue to increase in depth while reflectance at other wavelengths increases. The feature around
2200 nm (d) is minor and decreases in size with increasing MC.

3. The Relationship between Soil MC and Reflectance—New Data

This review improves upon and clarifies results reported in other peer-reviewed
literature on the relationship between soil MC and visible–NIR reflectance, by applying
a systematic, repeatable method for data collection, and collecting very high spectral
resolution soil reflectance data at regular MC intervals. In other published literature, soil
reflectance data were presented for less than ten irregular MC intervals.

Here, as described in Appendix A, soil reflectance data were collected for each sample
at 1% or 5% MC intervals to a maximum of 55% MC. The moisture content of samples was
precisely controlled by incrementally adding measured amounts of water to the samples
with a pipette, then gently mixing the water and soil before the collection of reflectance
spectra. Soil reflectance data were then measured at 1 nm resolution, at each MC, between
400–2500 nm for ten soil samples from the region of Muttama, NSW, Australia (Figure A1).

New high-resolution spectral and MC data (Figure A2) from the Muttama soil samples
(Figure A1b) have allowed more detailed and rigorous data analyses than presented in
other literature to be conducted. In turn, this has led to the identification and quantification
of multiple general and subtle relationships between soil MC and reflectance. Comparative
analyses and modelling with robust error analyses should improve confidence in the
integrity and repeatability of all results presented. For example, the relationship between
soil MC and visible–NIR reflectance has been reported in the literature as linear [51], non-
linear [40,50], exponential [28,34] or otherwise. The new equations presented in this review
define the linear and other relationships between soil MC and reflectance for a range
of wavelength combinations and for a range of representative soils from Southeastern
Australia. The error analyses provided alongside each equation allow future users a high
degree of confidence in the accuracy and appropriateness of these equations, especially
once recommendations for calibrating the equations for different soil types (see Section 8)
are implemented.

There are numerous potential applications for the results presented. For example,
the new equations defined in this review may be used for soil MC prediction, or for the
correction of soil spectral data for the effects of soil moisture. Clarification of the type
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of relationship (linear versus non-linear) between soil MC and reflectance is also highly
valuable for informing the selection of appropriate machine learning or other algorithms,
for automated and complex soil moisture model-building scenarios.

Turning now to analysis, results from this review confirm that absorption features near
1400 nm (more precisely ~1390 to 1500 nm) and 1900 nm (~1870 to 2100 nm) monotonically
increase in depth with increasing soil moisture (Figure 6a–c). However, there is a limit
to this monotonic relationship at other wavelengths (e.g., 1600 to 1370 nm and 1500 to
1870 nm) where the spectral curves cross. These differences in absorption profiles are
identified here to be associated with the “Moisture Threshold” or “critical point” described
by Whiting, Li [40], Weidong, Baret [26], Yue, Tian [27]. This non-monotonic effect is
apparent in the data from some relevant literature (e.g., Figure 5) and is clarified in detail
by this review (Figure 6).

The position of these absorption features is inconsistently reported in the literature,
however, with reports of these features centred at 1400 nm [57], 1444 nm [54], 1450 nm [58],
1470 nm [16], 1900 nm [54], 1920 nm [13], 1930 nm [58] and 1944 nm [55]. The high-
resolution data presented here allows close inspection of the position of these features
(Figure 6b,c). Figure 6 shows the features to be consistently centred at neither 1900 nm nor
1444 nm. Instead, there is a gradual drift in the vertex of the absorption features towards
higher wavelengths as soil MC increases (Figure 7). This result is important not only for the
interpretation and reporting of relationships between soil MC and reflectance but is also
highly significant for the choice of wavelengths utilised for soil MC prediction from soil
spectral data. This demonstration of evolution in the wavelength of the absorption feature
with MC also shows that data from a range of wavelengths (such as the average value of a
multispectral imaging band) is better suited to the monitoring of absorption feature depth
rather than using data from a single fixed wavelength.

The absorption feature around 2200 nm clearly decreases in size with increasing MC
(Figures 2–7). Since this feature is associated with bending and stretching vibrations of clay
minerals such as Al-OH and Mg-OH [54,59], as opposed to water, the decreasing size of
this absorption feature can be attributed to “feature masking” [60]. The masking of spectral
features by soil moisture is an important consideration when applying soil reflectance
models and algorithms in the field or to moist soil samples (such as a fresh soil core) [61].
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Figure 7. The vertices (minima) of absorption features (marked with blue arrows) near 1400 nm
and 1900 nm in averaged spectra from all ten soil samples progressively drift to higher wavelengths
(x-axis) as soil MC increases. Meanwhile, the vertex of the absorption feature around 2200 nm remains
consistently positioned around 2200 nm.
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Figure 8 demonstrates a monotonic decrease in soil reflectance for a single soil sample
at all wavelengths from 600–2500 nm between 5 and 25% MC. This result is consistent with
Figures 6 and 7 but is now shown for an individual soil sample (rather than the average of
ten soil samples). The change in soil reflectance between 0 and 5% MC in Figure 8 can be
positive or negative as discussed in Section 5.2 below.
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Figure 8. Between 5–25% MC, the difference in reflectance of sample ISS20 (Appendix A), at a given
MC versus 0% MC decreases monotonically at all wavelengths as soil MC increases.

As demonstrated in Figures 2–5, when comparing soil reflectance curves between pre-
vious studies, soil reflectance curves display both qualitative and quantitative differences
between samples such as the apparent depth of the 1400 nm absorption feature at 0% MC,
the slopes of reflectance curves in the ranges of 700–1000 nm and 2300–2500 nm, as well as
the presence of absence of a clear peak in reflectance around 2150 nm. This is also the case
for the ten samples (Figure A2) utilised in this study. Though the ten soil samples were
collected from the same farm paddock, differences in soil characteristics relating to the
hillslope position and the underlying geology are known. Such differences are highlighted
here as a reminder that spatial proximity in sampling locations does not ensure consistency
in soil mineralogy, properties or spectra.

To quantify the uncertainty in spectral data, soil reflectance measurements were
repeated five times for each soil sample at each MC (Figure A2). The standard deviation of
the reflectance typically increases with wavelength (Figure 9a) to approximately 1800 nm,
before plateauing and then decreasing slightly between 2300 and 2500 nm. The standard
deviation also increases as a function of absolute reflectance (Figure 9b). As soil reflectance
is a function of soil biological, physical and chemical properties [62], increased heterogeneity
in soil properties at a low MC is a likely explanation for these phenomena, as opposed
to faults with the measurement instrument, calibration method or sample preparation
procedure. For example, finer-grained soils such as clay have a lower surface roughness
than sand or gravelly soils, and therefore higher reflectance [63]. Darker soil components
such as organic matter and moisture also decrease soil reflectance [52,64]. Variability in soil
surface characteristics and consequently soil reflectance is an intrinsic property of soil [47],
so collecting multiple measurements for each sample and analysing the averaged result
will increase the robustness of soil reflectance measurements.
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It seems worth mentioning that standard soil sample handling procedures typically
involve sieving, drying and chemically or physically dispersing soil samples during sample
preparation in the lab [41]. These procedures are designed to homogenise soil samples
and surface characteristics, in preparation for soil testing or data collection. However, by
nature, these procedures also change the intrinsic properties of the soil such as particle size,
soil organic carbon content, and soil surface roughness [13,34,42,47]. Therefore, reflectance
data collected from samples prepared with these laboratory-standard methods are not
representative of the reflectance of the same soils in the field, as shown in Figure 10 [13,23].
Soil samples described in Appendix A were not chemically or physically dispersed. Hence,
new data collected from the 10 soil samples are expected to be representative of the same
soils in the field, and so, relevant to soil moisture prediction activities undertaken in the
field. However, these new soil samples were subject to temperature-controlled storage
for 1 year and drying at 105 ◦C, which may have influenced some soil properties and,
consequently, soil reflectance.
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4. Spectral Intensity at Visible–NIR Wavelengths as a Function of MC for
Individual Soils

Previous studies only describe the relationship between soil MC and visible–NIR
reflectance as linear [51], non-linear [40,50], logarithmic [26] or exponential [28,34]. Claims
that there is no relationship between soil reflectance and soil MC also exist [52]. One
exception is the work of Bowers and Hanks [34], where an inverse exponential relationship
between soil moisture and soil reflectance is demonstrated.
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Though data points are non-uniformly located in Bowers and Hanks [34] (Figure 11a),
exponential relationships are apparent at 600, 700, 800, 900 and 1000 nm: all of the wave-
lengths presented. Comparable relationships are apparent for some but not all Muttama
samples analysed for this review. For example, sample ISS11 (Figure 11c) exhibits an expo-
nential decay in reflectance at 600, 700, 800, 900 and 1000 nm when plotted as a function of
MC from 5 to 25% MC, but not 0–5% MC. The function also becomes increasingly linear
as the wavelength increases. Similarly, exponential functions fitted to the reflectance data
from ISS20 (Figure 11b) at lower wavelengths (600 nm, 700 nm, 800 nm and 900 nm) exhibit
progressively decreasing exponential curves, becoming increasingly linear at 1000 nm. Sam-
ple ISS26 (Figure 11d) demonstrates a different exponential relationship with MC, where
there is a positive offset but a negative exponent. This is a stark contrast to other samples
(e.g., ISS11 and ISS20), which exhibit positive exponents. Sample ISS26 (Figure 11d) also
becomes increasingly non-linear as the wavelength increases. This sample is an outlier,
but importantly, it demonstrates that exceptions exist. It should be noted that models
demonstrate an improved fit for the domain of 5–24% MC as data points at 0% MC are
clearly inconsistent with the models fitted to the data points at higher MCs. Reducing
the domain as such improves the model fit in all cases. This point is explored further
in Section 5.
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Figure 11. (a) The inverse exponential relationship between soil moisture and soil reflectance at 600,
700, 800, 900 and 1000 nm presented by Bowers and Hanks [34] is approximately replicated with
data from Muttama soil samples with fits shown by dashed curves at MCs of 5 to 25% for samples
(b) ISS20 and (c) ISS11. However, (d) sample ISS26 demonstrates an exponential relationship with the
opposite curvature.
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5. Averaged Reflectance vs. MC—Generalising the Relationship between Soil MC and
Visible–NIR Reflectance
5.1. Averaging across All Samples

In an effort to generalise the relationship between soil MC and visible–NIR soil re-
flectance, soil reflectance data from the 10 Muttama soils (Figure A2) was averaged across
all visible and NIR wavelengths (400–2500 nm). This was undertaken by averaging data
from all samples at specific wavelengths (Figure 12) and then all samples and all wave-
lengths (Figure 13). It is shown that linear models may be fitted to the average reflectance
(for all samples) at each of the visible and NIR wavelengths of 600 nm, 700 nm, 800 nm,
900 nm and 1000 nm, presented by Bowers and Hanks [34]. While Figure 11a (Bowers
and Hanks, 1965) demonstrates that exponential fits can be viable, it is also apparent, with
extra data, that the relationship becomes increasingly linear at higher wavelengths, and
that model fits may be substantially improved by restricting the domain of the relationship
appropriately (e.g., not including the range 0–5% MC). Restriction of the model domain
is necessary because the reflectance does not vary monotonically above >25% MC, at all
wavelengths (Figures 5–7 and 9), or below 5% MC (Figure 11).
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Figure 12. When the domain of the data is reduced to an appropriate range, linear models (a) can
be well-fit to the relationship between soil MC and reflectance averaged across all samples at spe-
cific wavelengths in the range of 600–1000 nm. Shading indicates the standard deviation of five
measurements. (b) The R-squared (R2) and standard error (SE) for each model are also shown.
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Figure 13. (a) The average reflectance (400–2500 nm) of all samples (blue dots) and average standard
deviation (SD) (blue shading) of five reflectance measurements are shown. (b) The data are limited to
the range of 5–25% MC to demonstrate a linear model fit for this domain.
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In Figure 12, y represents the soil MC (%) and x is the average reflectance. It is evident
that this averaged reflectance is well described using a linear functional form but is not
well described with an exponential function. Evaluations of (Figure 13b) model R2 and
standard error (SE) show well-fitting linear models in all cases.

A generalised linear relationship between soil reflectance and MC is also apparent
when the reflectance is averaged across all visible and NIR wavelengths (Figure 13a). The
equation for the line of best fit describing the linear relationship between 5 and 25% MC is

y = −1.09x + 40.63 (1)

where y represents MC % and x is the sample—and wavelength—averaged reflectance.
Within this domain, a linear relationship with a negative slope is apparent (Figure 13a)
and soil reflectance decreases monotonically as MC increases. Beyond 25% MC, the
relationship saturates.

Equation (1) describes an extremely well-fitted linear model, with an R² of 1.0, standard
error (SE) of 0.02 and reduced chi-squared of 0.21. The fit and low uncertainty in the model
demonstrate that the generalised linear relationship is broadly applicable to the average of
all samples in this study, despite variability in sample properties including texture and soil
organic carbon content, shown in Table A1 of Appendix A.

5.2. Individual Samples

Figure 13a demonstrates a broad trend of soil reflectance decreasing as soil MC in-
creases between 5 and approximately 25% MC. Figure 14a shows this is true for each
individual sample; however, the slope and precise domain of the relationship varies
slightly between samples as soil reflectance between 0 and 5% MC is found to be texture
dependent (Figure 14b). For example, for silty loam (ZL) and sandy clay loam (SCL) soils,
soil reflectance at 0% MC was lower than at 5% MC, indicating that 5–25% MC was a more
appropriate domain for linear models fitted to reflectance data from ZL and SCL soils. For
loam (L) and clay loam (CL) soils, the linear relationship begins at 0% MC (Figure 14b).
Also, there is an inflection point marking the higher MC limit of the linear relationship. The
position of this inflection point varies between 22% and 30% MC for each of the samples.
Some noise in the data is also apparent.
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It is emphasised that each sample (Figure 13a) demonstrated a similar pattern to the
averaged result in Figure 14a. This provides a strong argument that a linear relationship
between reflectance and soil MC can be assumed for an arbitrary soil sample or a group of
soil samples. It remains possible that exceptions exist.

As the relationship between soil MC and average reflectance appears to saturate
beyond 25% MC (Figure 13a), different models must be utilised for predicting soil MC
beyond 25%. A continuation of linear or other relationships should not be assumed beyond
this point, based on Figures 13 and 14.

6. Relationships between Soil Reflectance and MC for Specific Wavelength Combinations

In this review, detailed analyses of the relationship between soil reflectance and MC
at specific wavelength combinations and bands commonly available in remote sensing
data products reveal a number of opportunities for soil MC prediction from visible and
NIR soil reflectance data. Indeed, linear and non-linear relationships exist for a number of
wavelength combinations. These are in addition to the studies and relationships reviewed
in other sections. These relationships, equations for soil MC prediction, and associated
errors are reviewed next.

6.1. Averaged Reflectance for Several Bands vs. MC

Monotonic relationships between soil MC and soil reflectance data averaged over
all the visible and NIR bands for Landsat-5, -7 and -9 (Figure 15) were demonstrated by
McGuirk and Cairns [65]. The relationships presented are clearly apparent for the range of
5 to 25% MC and linear models fitted to this domain returned excellent model accuracy
scores of R² = 0.99, 1.00 and 1.00, respectively. The standard error values of 0.01 or 0.02 for
all models are also very low. These results show that linear relationships exist between soil
MC and soil reflectance in the visible and NIR reflectance bands at which Landsat-5, -7 and
-9 collect data (Table 1).

Table 1. Landsat-5, -7 and -9 visible and NIR bands utilised for analyses (USGS, 2017).

Landsat Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5 Band 6 Band 7 Equation No.

5 (TM) 450–520 520–600 630–690 760–900 1550–1750 NA NA (3)

7 (ETM+) 450–520 520–600 630–690 770–900 1550–1750 NA NA (4)

9 450–520 520–600 630–690 770–900 1550–1750 1570–1650 2110–2290 (5)

Description and definition (Equations (2)–(4)) of these relationships are important as
a demonstration that linear correction algorithms (e.g., PLSR, OLS) are appropriate for
the correction of Landsat data for the effects of soil moisture for the range of 5% to 25%
soil MC.

y = −0.60x + 26.78 (2)

y = −0.73x + 30.97 (3)

y = −0.83x + 34.71 (4)

In Equations (2)–(4), x is the actual soil MC % and y is the average reflectance of all
visible–NIR bands for Landsat-5, -7 and -9, respectively.
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Figure 15. When soil reflectance data from the Muttama samples are averaged over the (a,b) Landsat-5,
(c,d) Landsat-7 and (e,f) Landsat-9 bands, a strong linear relationship is apparent for the domain of
5–25% MC in all cases [65].

6.2. Absorption Features

Soil reflectance curves include multiple spectral features associated with mineral and
other soil components [47]. The following sub-sections present a number of linear and
non-linear equations quantifying changes in reflectance caused by soil moisture, for specific
spectral features. Models generated with both absolute and normalised differences are
trialled and compared. In general, models generated with absolute values (measured re-
flectance) performed well, however, models constructed with normalised (e.g., Equation (5))
data performed even better. Therefore, all models based on the new data collected for this
review and proposed in Section 6 utilise normalised data unless specified otherwise.

For Figures 16, 17, 18b–d and Figures 19–22, y represents soil moisture content (MC
%) and x is the normalised difference between the sample averaged reflectance R at two
wavelengths (Equation (5)). For example, in Equations (6) and (7), the wavelengths of
interest are 1350 and 1444 nm (Figure 17a) and therefore:

x = [R(1350 nm) − R(1444 nm)]/R(1350 nm). (5)

and y = MC %.
Though taking the difference between the values within and outside of an absorption

feature is not an exact measure of the “depth” or “size” of an absorption feature, this is a
simple, intuitive and logical method for estimating the intensity of an absorption feature.
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Figure 16. (a) The sample-averaged reflectance as a function of soil MC versus wavelength for
1200–1600 nm, (b) linear fit to averaged soil MC and the normalised difference in reflectance at 1350
and 1444 nm for the domain of 0–55% MC, (c) linear fit for MCs in the range of 0–35%, (d) no fit for
the domain of 0–55% MC for visualisation, (e) exponential fit for the domain of 0–35% MC.
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Figure 17. The normalised difference between the sample-averaged reflectance at (a) 1413 and
1444 nm is fitted with an exponential function for the domains of (b) 0–55% MC and (c) 0–35% MC.
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Figure 18. (a) Sample-averaged reflectance spectra for 1800–2100 nm as a function of MC, soil
MC compared to (b) the absolute difference in reflectance between 1920 and 1860 nm, and (c) the
normalised difference between the reflectances at 1920 nm and 1860 nm for the domain of 5–25% MC,
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Figure 20. The sum of averaged reflectance at 1413 and 1444 nm (a) is fitted with (b) linear and
(c,d) exponential models for the domains of 0–55%, 5–25%, 0–55% and 5–25% MC, respectively.
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Figure 21. The sum of sample-averaged reflectances at 1350 and 1444 nm is fitted well with a linear
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6.2.1. The 1400 nm Absorption Feature

A strong linear relationship between soil MC and the depth of the sample-averaged
1400 nm absorption feature was found. Figure 16 demonstrates this quantitatively by using
the differences between reflectance at 1350 nm outside and 1444 nm within the absorption
feature. Though it is possible to well fit (R² of 1.00, SE of 0.02 and reduced chi-squared of
1.42) a linear model (Figure 16b) to the entire range of data points (0–55% MC),

y = 1.07x + 3.05, (6)

an improved fit according to the chi-squared (R² of 0.99, SE of 0.03 and reduced chi-squared
of 0.11) is achieved (Figure 16c) by fitting an exponential model to the domain of 0–35% MC:

y = 71.95 × e−0.02x + 73.85. (7)

Here, x is defined by Equation (5).
Equations (6) and (7) show that the absorption feature around 1400 nm increases in

depth with MC and may be used to predict soil MC from reflectance data at these two
wavelengths. Prediction accuracy is improved by reducing the domain of the model to
0–35% MC. By eye, Figure 16b suggests that bilinear fits would also be viable.

Based on Equations (6) and (7), soil MC (%) may be predicted for any measured
difference in reflectance that is predicted for any given x. Alternatively, a measured
reflectance value at either 1350 nm or 1444 nm may be used to predict the soil reflectance
value at the other wavelength when the soil MC is known.

As well as the variation in feature depth, the lowest point in the 1400 nm absorption
feature exhibits a drift towards higher wavelengths with increasing MC (Figures 7 and 16a).
Put another way, the “centre” or vertex of the absorption feature changes with MC, requiring
consideration of the best way to quantify the depth of the feature as the vertex drifts. One
method is presented in Figure 16, another in Figure 18. In Figure 17b, the normalised
difference between reflectance at 1413 and 1444 nm is found to increase exponentially as
a function of MC. Hence, exponential models are more appropriate than linear models
for describing this relationship. For the MC domains of 0–55% (Figure 17b) and 0–35%
(Figure 17c) the exponential fits are:

y = −102.93 × e−0.04x + 122.53 (8)

y = −24.73 × e−0.16x + 45.16 (9)

with x = [R(1413 nm) − R(1444 nm)]/R(1413 nm). For the domain of 0–55% MC (Figure 17b,
Equation (8)) the r-square is 0.99, the standard error is 0.1 and the reduced chi-squared is
2.71. For the domain of 0–35% MC (Figure 17c, Equation (9)) the r-square, standard error
and reduced chi-squared are 0.97, 0.21 and 0.16, respectively.

6.2.2. The 1900 nm Absorption Feature

The depth of the absorption feature near 1900 nm also shows a strong relationship
with MC (Figure 18) once normalised. Here, x = R(1920 nm) − R(1860 nm) in Figure 18b,
and x = [R(1920 nm) − R(1860 nm)] / R(1920 m) in Figure 18c,d. In this case, the value of
normalisation is clearly demonstrated: in Figure 18b it is apparent that no 1:1 relationship
exists between MC and the normalised difference in reflectance at 1860 nm and 1920 nm,
while linear (Figure 18c) and exponential (Figure 18d) models may be well fitted to the
normalised data in the domains of 5–25% MC or 0–55% MC, respectively. The relevant
equations for these models are:

y = 57.34x − 7.53 (10)

y = 10.75 × e2.1723x − 10.85 (11)
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Despite having different functional forms (linear and exponential) while including
overlapping data, both of the normalised models perform well. The linear model has a
slightly improved fit compared to the exponential model, with an R² of 1.00 and 0.97, SE of
0.01 and 0.04, and reduced chi-squared of 0.16 and 0.95, respectively.

Equation (10) can be used to predict soil MC by collecting soil reflectance data at
1860 nm and 1920 nm and then calculating the normalised difference. For instance, if the
difference was returned as 0.5, the soil MC could be estimated as 21%, ±3% (18–24% MC).

6.2.3. The 2200 nm Absorption Feature

Another absorption feature exists around 2200 nm (Figures 2–10 and 19). This ab-
sorption feature is usually associated with clay minerals such as kaolinite [54] or metal
hydroxides [52] in the soil, including AlOH, FeOH and MgOH molecules as opposed to the
O–H bonds in water. However, this feature also exhibits a strong dependence upon soil MC
(Figures 2–10 and 19). Figure 19 shows this feature decreasing in size, as soil MC increases.

Figure 19 also demonstrates linear relationships between the normalised difference in
reflectance at 2140 nm and 2240 nm, wavelengths on either side of the ~2200 nm absorption
feature. In particular, the normalised difference between the reflectances at 2140 nm and
2240 nm shows a monotonic, linear dependence on MC for the domains of 0–55% MC
(Figure 19b, Equation (12)), and, preferably, 0–25% MC (Figure 19c, Equation (13)).

The corresponding relationships are

y = −5.61x + 47.90, (12)

and
y = −6.97x + 55.89, (13)

with x = [R(2140 nm) − R(2240 nm)]/R(2140 nm). The R2, SE and reduced chi-squared for
these models are 1.00, 0.12 and 1.97 and 1.00, 0.11 and 0.12, respectively.

Although a marginally better fit is achieved by reducing the model domain to
5–25% MC (Equation (13), Figure 19c), a model covering the entire domain (Equation (12),
Figure 19b) of available data (0–55% MC) may be more valuable in some situations because
it is applicable to the soil at any moisture content.

Considering absorption features are generated by the absorption of energy (light) through
the vibration of specific chemical bonds, it is not surprising that there is a direct relationship
between the concentration of chemicals with these specific bonds and the depth of the ab-
sorption feature. Therefore, Equations (6)–(12) (particularly Equations (6), (8), and (11)), are
proposed as simple but effective algorithms for estimating soil MC from a very limited
amount of soil reflectance data at only two NIR wavelengths.

6.3. Absorption Features: Other Relative Relationships

Detailed analysis of the hyperspectral data collected for this review has also revealed
the presence of other relationships between soil MC and reflectance at selected wavelength
combinations. The relationships presented in this sub-section are less intuitive than those
presented in Section 6.2, since they involve sums rather than differences in reflectance, but
have strong statistical viability.

A linear (Figure 20b) or exponential (Figure 20d) model can be fit to the relationship
between soil MC and the unnormalised sum of reflectance values at 1413 nm and 1444 nm,
with x = R(1413 nm) + R(1444 nm) for the domain of 5–25% MC. The R2 is 1.00, the SE is
0.01 and the reduced chi-square is 0.2 for both the linear and exponential models, however,
the linear model (Equation (14)) is simpler and more intuitive, and hence, is recommended.
Neither linear nor exponential models are suitable for the domain of 0–55% MC, with the
relationship saturated beyond 25% MC.

The equation and domain for the recommended linear model are, respectively,

y = −0.46x + 38.75, (14)
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and 5–25% MC.
Linear relationships are also apparent (Figure 21) between soil MC and the sum of

reflectance values at 1350 and 1444 nm, with x = R(1350 nm) + R(1444 nm). Fitted with
the linear models displayed in Figure 21, the relationships between x and MC return a
R-square of 1.00 and 1.00, a SE of 0.02 and 0.01 and a reduced chi-squared of 1.42 and 0.21
for the domains of 0–55% MC and 10–45% MC, respectively. The equations describing the
best fits are given in Figure 21.

When the sum of the sample-averaged reflectances at 1860 nm (outside) and 1920 nm
(within the absorption feature) is considered as a function of MC (Figure 22a), a linear
relationship with an R2 of 1.00 and standard error of 0.01 is apparent for the domain of 5 to
25% MC (Figure 22b). Once the reflectance data are normalised, the relationship becomes
exponential (Figure 22c) and extends to the entire range of the available data (0–55% MC),
with R2 = 0.97, SE = 0.04 and a reduced chi-squared of 0.95. The transformation of a linear
relationship into an exponential relationship over a large range of MC upon normalisation
of the data is a striking evolution in form.

The linear and exponential relationships demonstrated are described by the equations

y = −0.57x + 107.14, (15)

and
y = 858.44 × e0.0221x − 10.42, (16)

respectively, with x = R(1860 nm) + R(1920 nm) and x = [R(192s0) + R(1860)]/R(1920),
respectively.

There is some disagreement in the literature as to the location of the O–H absorption
feature around 1900 nm [13,54,55]. Figure 23 explains these discrepancies by demonstrat-
ing a progressive drift in the vertex (wavelength with the minimum reflectance) of the
absorption feature (Figure 23a) that is quantified in Figure 23b: the vertex drifts between
1911 nm at 0% MC and 1930 nm at 40% MC. With the vertex at 1927 nm at 55% MC, it is
clear that the reported “centre” of the absorption feature varies with MC.
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7. Normalised Soil Moisture Index

The Normalised Soil Moisture Index (NSMI) was proposed by Haubrock, Chabril-
lat [13] to make robust predictions of soil MC from visible–NIR soil reflectance data for a
wide variety of soils:

NSMI = (R[j] − R[i])/(R[j] + R[i]) (17)

In Equation (17), R[j] refers to the reflectance value at the higher wavelength and R[i]
refers to the reflectance value at the lower wavelength.

After trailing the NSMI algorithm at all possible band combinations in the range of
350–2500 nm, an R² of 0.71 was the best result achieved by Haubrock, Chabrillat [13] with
reflectance data at 1800 nm and 2119 nm from 271 soil samples. Nocita, Stevens [21] trialled
the NSMI algorithm on reflectance data from 100 soil samples from Luxembourg using the
same wavelengths as Haubrock, Chabrillat [13] and found their model returned an R2 of
0.74, a minor improvement.

Following the application of a range of pre-processing methods, including PCA and
fuzzy k-means clustering, to reflectance data of 121 soil samples from the Jianghan Plain
(Hubei Province, China), Hong, Yu [30] applied the NSMI to all possible wavelength
combinations in the range of 400–2500 nm. Visualised with a correlogram (Figure 24a),
they found that reflectance data from 1360 nm and 1940 nm returned the best R² results
of 0.9194 (Figure 24b) when applied to the NSMI. However, they also reported a strong
correlation between soil MC and the NSMI for a number of NIR wavelength combinations.
The wavelengths of 1360 nm and 1940 nm found to be optimal by Hong, Yu [30] are
considerably different from those originally proposed by Haubrock, Chabrillat [13].
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returned for each wavelength combination and soil MC for 640 samples. (b) A regression analysis
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Next, when the NSMI was applied by us to soil reflectance data collected for this
review at 1360 nm and 1940 nm, the NSMI underestimated MC below 25% and above 40%
(Figure 25a). This is true for both the 10 individual soils and the sample-averaged result.
The differences between the predicted and actual MC were more pronounced at lower MC,
to the point where MC values of 2% to −9% (clearly impossible) were predicted for the
oven-dry (0% MC) reflectance data.
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When the NSMI is applied to the new Muttama reflectance data from 1800 nm and
2119 nm, corresponding to the wavelengths returning the best results for Haubrock, Chabril-
lat [13], the model performs very poorly at all MCs, severely underestimating the MC of all
samples (Figure 25b).

It is noted that the NSMI proposed by Haubrock, Chabrillat [13] involves the normali-
sation of a difference in reflectances by a sum of reflectances, both at common wavelengths.
Meanwhile, the simpler normalisations of sum and differences presented in Section 6 lead
to well-defined linear relationships over the range of 5–25% MC and sometimes larger do-
mains. Hence, the simpler normalisation and equations presented in Section 6 of this review
are suggested as more robust and accurate alternatives to the NSMI equations proposed.

It should be recognised that neither of the wavelength combinations for the NSMI
presented in Figure 25a,b include wavelengths directly affected by O-H bond vibrations
and associated absorption. Therefore, the reported NSMI relationships are likely to record
a statistical correlation, instead of a direct causal link between soil MC and reflectance.
This may explain why the NSMI equation and wavelengths suggested by Haubrock,
Chabrillat [13] and Hong, Yu [30] appear vulnerable to variability between soil types and
individual samples. Meanwhile, the equations presented in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 should
be immune, or at least less strongly affected by such differences. This insight is provided as
a possible explanation for the apparent lack of consistency and transferability of the NSMI
results reported in the literature.

8. Discussion
8.1. Application of the Results

New spectral data used in this research were collected from soils characteristic of
those in Southeastern Australia, with a range of organic matter concentrations and soil
textural properties (Appendix A.1, Table A1). Moreover, these samples were essentially
selected at random, in the sense that we used samples collected for independent projects
by others that were available to us. Accordingly, we expect these results to apply to soils
from similar climatic, land use and geomorphic zones (temperate agricultural lands with
silty/clay soils). The relationships reported for averaged data were also comparable to
those for each individual soil, except where specified otherwise.

8.2. Future Research

Future research could also focus on scaling the equations provided in Section 6 ac-
cording to these soil variables. In the meantime, the use of two measured data points in
the range of 5–25% MC for each soil type is recommended for calibration of the linear
equations provided in this study. This calibration allows the determination of the appro-
priate offset (y-intercept) and x-coefficient of a linear equation for each soil type. Others
are encouraged to trial the equations presented in this review on other soil types and soil
reflectance datasets, to test the rigour and transferability of the results presented.
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8.3. Why Use Vis–NIR Data When SAR Is Available?

Some may question the value of attempts to predict soil MC with visible NIR remote
sensing data considering the widespread availability, penetration capacity, and resolution
of Sentinel 1 and other Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data products. Certainly, the cloud
and ground surface-penetration capacity and irrelevance of ambient lighting conditions
(day and night imaging possible, optical shadows not a problem) make SAR an attractive
choice in some situations. However, SAR data are generally more difficult to interpret
and process [66], require soil surface roughness and incident angle data for model calibra-
tion [67], and may only be used for a limited range of soil MC [68]. There are also a number
of independent, compelling, arguments for the development of new and improved soil MC
prediction algorithms based on visible and NIR data.

1. Visible and NIR remotely sensed data covering much of Earth’s land surface over the
past 50 years are readily available with, particularly in recent years, very high spatial
(e.g., some planet satellite data are sub-meter resolution) and temporal resolution
coverage. This is especially true when data products from multiple satellites are
combined (e.g., Aqua and Terra MODIS satellites).

2. Crucially, improved data availability makes long-term and high-temporal-resolution
studies of soil moisture possible.

3. Most “analysis-ready” remote sensing data products are not corrected for the effects
of soil moisture. Equations used to predict soil MC can also be used to correct other
remotely sensed data products for the effects of soil moisture, thereby improving
prediction models for other surface, soil and atmospheric properties of interest.

4. Many existing atmospheric, soil and landscape monitoring products have been de-
veloped with visible and NIR remote sensing data. Widely applicable and robust
corrections for soil moisture could further improve the performance of these models.

5. It is extremely valuable to understand the domain and other limits of any relationship.
Prior to this review, there was a poor understanding of, and no consensus on, the
limits and transferability of existing soil MC prediction models. Now, it is clear that
different equations and data must be used to predict soil MC below and above 25%
MC in many cases unless data indicating otherwise (e.g., Figure 21d) are available. It
has also been demonstrated with analysis of the new data presented in this review
that normalisation of reflectance data typically improves model performance.

8.4. Linear or Non-Linear Relationship?

While both linear and non-linear relationships are demonstrated from new data, linear
relationships (especially in NIR wavelengths) with a domain of 5–25% MC were found
to be common for a wide range of spectral quantities, including both reflectances and
wavelengths. This result is particularly significant as it indicates that:

1. Simple linear models may be used to calculate or predict soil MC from NIR data in
many cases;

2. Linear correction models are widely appropriate for the correction of soil reflectance
data for the effects of soil moisture.

However, it should also be expected that models applied to data from less intuitive
wavelength combinations (Equations (1)–(4) and (13)–(15)) are more sensitive to differences
between soil types, as demonstrated in Section 7 with the NSMI.

Linear (Equations (6), (10), (12) and (14)) and exponential models (Equations (7)–(9)
and (11)) presented in Section 6.2 quantify a causal relationship between soil MC and
the depth of associated absorption features. These relationships are expected to be much
more robust than relationships (e.g., presented in Section 6.1) utilising data from other
wavelengths. This topic could be the subject of further research in this field.
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8.5. Absorption Features

Three absorption features around 1400 nm, 1900 nm and 2200 nm are commonly
reported in the relevant literature. This review presents results to demonstrate that the
absorption feature around 2200 nm does not necessarily indicate the presence of soil
moisture, as reported in some literature but instead becomes progressively masked as soil
MC increases. The other absorption features around 1400 nm and 1900 nm are generated
by the vibration of O-H bonds in water molecules. Though these features are widely
recognised in the relevant literature, there are discrepancies in the reported position of
these features. This review explains these discrepancies by demonstrating a progressive
drift in the minimum (vertex) of the absorption features towards higher wavelengths as
soil MC increases.

9. Conclusions

In this review, the disputed topic of the nature of the relationship between soil MC
and visible–NIR reflectance reported in the relevant literature is explored, queried, tested
and then addressed in detail. After building a clear picture of prevalent themes and
results presented in the literature, the consistencies and inconsistencies in these reports
were examined. Common themes reported in the literature included a general decrease in
soil reflectance as soil MC increased, the presence of a “Moisture Threshold”, qualitative
differences in reflectance between soils, absorption features around 1400 nm, 1900 nm
and 2200 nm, as well as linear and non-linear models being fitted to various visible and
NIR wavelength combinations. However, no equation for predicting soil MC from soil
reflectance data, and no reliable method for correcting soil reflectance data for the effects of
soil moisture has been identified. Hence, this review presents new, high-resolution data,
which are used to develop numerical models for the accurate prediction of soil MC based
on proximal soil reflectance and remotely sensed data.

The new data presented confirms the general decrease in soil reflectance as soil MC
increases, as previously identified by Bowers and Hanks [34], Haubrock, Chabrillat [13],
Fabre, Briottet [32], Lobell and Asner [28], Yu, Hong [23] and others. In Section 5, this
general decrease is quantified by averaging reflectance across all samples and wavelengths
and fitting a linear model to the resulting relationship. A limit to the “general decrease”
in reflectance is also identified. Specifically, beyond ~25% MC, the relationship becomes
saturated, with this saturation apparent for all samples in this study. It is also identified
that at low MCs, there is an association between the soil reflectance at 0–5% MC and the
soil type. However, this topic requires further research with additional data. Importantly, it
is shown that the general decrease in soil reflectance exists for all soils tested here and that
the relationship can be consistently expected between 5–25% MC, with slight variations
between soil types.

The NSMI, an equation presented in the literature for the purpose of predicting soil
MC from two NIR wavelengths was tested with new data collected for this review. For
both wavelength combinations suggested previously, the NSMI under-predicted soil MC,
in one case severely. In one sense, the NSMI is the division of a normalised difference by a
normalised sum, each of which is shown here to be often described by an exponential or
linear model, and for which the division need not be well described as a linear function.
Hence, the NSMI appears to include unnecessary calculations (specifically division by a
sum of reflectances at two wavelengths rather than by a reflectance for a single wavelength),
and a simplified version of the NSMI is proposed.

In summary, this review provides detailed insights into the relationships between soil
MC and the reflectance of soils around 1400 nm and 1900 nm absorption features and at
other visible–NIR wavelengths. Section 2 shows that the relationship between soil MC
and reflectance at the absorption features is not clearly quantified in the existing literature.
Hence, the analysis of new soil reflectance data is used to clarify some inconsistencies in
the literature, deduce and define a number of robust soil MC prediction models and then
define an improved version of the NSMI.
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Sections 4–6 demonstrate and quantify the monotonic, linear and non-linear rela-
tionships present for wavelength-averaged and wavelength-specific combinations of soil
reflectance data. These include data in and around the 1400 nm, 1900 nm and 2200 nm
absorption features. Although linear and exponential models are often both relevant,
most often, linear relationships are accurate, robust and well-defined. Though many re-
lationships are only appropriate for the domain of 5–25% MC, some models covering the
entire range of new data collected (0–55% MC) are presented and it is shown that simple
normalisation improves both the strength and domain of the relationship in many cases.
The quantitative models proposed are particularly valuable because they allow both the
determination of soil MC from soil reflectance data at a range of visible–NIR wavelength
combinations, and the correction of soil reflectance data for the effects of soil moisture.
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Appendix A. Methods

Appendix A.1. Soil Samples

Visible and NIR reflectance data were collected at 1 nm intervals between 400–2500 nm
from ten soil samples (Table A1). The samples were effectively selected at random, to gain
a representative insight into the spectral effects of moisture on soils from Southeastern
Australia. The samples include a mix of clay loam, loam, sandy clay loam, and silty loam
textures, with an organic matter content between 2.2–4.6% and a bulk density of 1.25–1.41.
These values are comparable to other soils in the region.

Table A1. Particle size distribution (PSD), soil texture, bulk density and organic matter content
of Muttama soil samples at time of collection. CL: clay loam, L: loam, ZL: silty loam, SCL: sandy
clay loam.

Sample Clay % Silt % Sand % Soil Texture Organic Matter Bulk Density

ISS10A 25.41 18.65 55.93 CL 3.86 1.30
ISS11A 25.20 19.35 55.44 CL 4.55 1.26
ISS14A 22.12 17.05 60.84 L 3.19 1.36
ISS17A 25.06 20.89 54.05 CL 4.38 1.27
ISS20A 21.10 25.83 53.07 ZL 2.24 1.41
ISS25A 27.19 15.86 56.95 CL 3.48 1.33
ISS26A 18.28 28.56 53.16 ZL 4.26 1.27
ISS27A 20.24 6.84 72.93 SCL 3.71 1.34
ISS28A 18.55 26.02 55.43 ZL 2.83 1.38
ISS36A 14.47 27.58 57.94 ZL 3.91 1.31

The samples were collected in 2019 on a property near Muttama, NSW, Australia, from
a southwest-facing paddock (Figure A1a,b) at 290–340 m above sea level. The paddock is
part of a grazing property and is typically used for grazing livestock (sheep and cattle).
After collection in 2019, the samples were dried in a soil drying oven at 40 ◦C then stored at
room temperature in plastic, screw-top jars. Clay, silt and sand content, OM, soil texture
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and bulk density data were collected for each sample (Table 1). In May 2020, ~55 g of soil
was removed from each jar and dried at 105 ◦C for 48 h in preparation for this experiment.
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Appendix A.2. Soil Moisture Addition

To increase the soil MC of each sample by the desired interval before soil reflectance
was measured, distilled water was added with a pipette. Increments of 2.5 mL were used
to increase the soil MC by 5% and 0.5 mL to increase the soil MC content by 1%. These
values were calculated with Equation (A1) [69].

Gravimetric soil MC (%) = [mass of moist soil (g) − mass of oven-dried soil (g)/
mass of oven-dried soil (g)] × 100

(A1)

Water was incorporated into the soil by gentle mixing with a clean teaspoon. Reason-
able efforts were made not to crush soil aggregates or apply excessive force during mixing.
Soil reflectance data were then collected with an ASD FieldSpec Spectroradiometer at 1 nm
intervals between 400–2500 nm at 0, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 and 55% MC (Figure A2), or until the sample was completely saturated
and water began pooling in the Petri dish. The ASD was calibrated with a white Spectralon
tile between each five measurements. Reflectance data were initially visualised and then
exported as text files with the Indico Pro software package. Data cleaning, reduction
to the 400–2500 nm range, visualisation and analysis were undertaken in Python using
Numpy, Pandas, Matplotlib, Seaborn and other libraries. Data were also averaged across
all samples and the standard deviation was added to plots to determine the variability
between samples.
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